Year of Induction – 2018
CATEGORY: Outstanding Performance in Gundog Retrieving Trials

NTL & GR RT CH Beereegan Last Boy Scout CM (Dog)
DOB – 26/08/2007 (retired)

BREED: Labrador Retriever
Sire: Tockatunga I’m In Trouble RRD
Dam: Kumarlie Charlie Brown
Breeders – Beereegan Kennels -Mark & Wendy Davis (VIC)
Owned by - Mark & Wendy Davis (VIC)
Handled by – Mark Davis

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS
National Championships
2012 - National Retrieving Trial Champion Winner
2013 - National Retrieving Trial Champion 2nd Place
2014 - National Retrieving Trial Champion 3rd Place
State Championships
Winner of 6 State Championships
2010 – Tasmania
2012 – Victoria
2013 – Western Australia, South Australia, Tasmania
2014 – South Australia
Runner up
2012 – Queensland and New South Wales

2014 – Tasmania
Awards
3 Certificates of Merit
Won 36 All Age Trials and accumulated 342 points in All Age and Championship Retrieving Trials

IN BRIEF
Scouts marking ability and memory are second to none, many have experienced the joy of watching
him often pick up all three birds of a triple mark without a command. His performance in the first run of
the 2012 National was exemplary a tough triple mark, whilst most of the field struggled, Scout “nailed”
all three and set the scene for a great win.
Scout was a consistent performer in all States of Australia and all types of terrain a courageous Dog
who tackled any obstacle in front of him. Mark has mentioned to me on more than one occasion that he
rates him highly as one of the best dogs he had the pleasure of training.
Not only does Scout have an excellent retrieving and hunting ability he also has a wonderful
temperament and sound DNA qualities. This reflects in the fact that his progeny is well sought after in
both the retrieving, hunting and home environments.
Scout is a true testament of the working gundog retriever and this has been echoed in the wins,
accolades and acknowledgements that he has received throughout his career. Not in has his National
and State Championship achievements reflected his outstanding ability but also the acknowledgement
received from 3 Certificates of Merit further solidified his true talent.
Scout exemplifies all that we as gundog handlers wish for in our own gundogs and as such I believe that
it is only fitting that he be awarded with the honour of being inducted into the Hall of Fame. Although
Scout has now retired from the sport, it was a true pleasure to watch Scout perform in the field.

Yours Sincerely
Sandy Smith
8 Stephen Street
Haddon VIC 3351
Mob: 0419 358 417
Dogs Vic membership number 3100046923

